Side Dominance of the Musculo-skeletal System & Hoof Form

by Ute Miethe LMT/LAMT ©2008

I would like to expand a bit more on the excellent article that was recently published in The Horse’s Hoof (Issue 31), “Biomechanics to a Better Barefoot,” written by Leah Hinnefeld. As a human and equine massage therapist, I specialize in horse and rider imbalances. Becoming a natural performance barefoot trimmer was simply an inevitable progression for me as a massage therapist, and it helped me to connect many of the dots, so to speak.

Horses are side dominant, just like humans. It puzzles me somewhat that this is still a rather little known fact among horse owners and horse professionals, yet many are aware of the main symptoms:

- Difficulty turning into one direction
- Horse prefers one canter lead over the other
- Horse is stronger on one side, weaker on the other
- Horse braces more on one side versus the other

Unfortunately, riders and trainer often label such symptoms as resistance, and assume the horse is willfully being difficult. In reality, it can be very hard for a horse to perform certain movements, depending on which side is dominant, and how uneven the horse’s muscle development is side to side. Asking an owner to write 10 times “I love my horse” with their non-dominant hand—and nicely too, please—usually puts these unrealistic (and unfair) expectations into perspective for most humans. However, frequent reminders are often needed.

Even a very simple thing, like a Western rider always holding the reins in one hand, makes switching to the other side challenging. It is not painful, but the body simply fights against it, as it is being pulled out of its comfort zone. Horses are no different, plus they generally will not analyze what their body tells them, like we can. They just follow with what is more comfortable.

Interestingly, most horses seem to be right side dominant, just like humans. The rest are left-sided or somewhere in the middle. It is also interesting to note, from what I have seen, that most Arabs have a tendency to be left-sided.

In humans, it is believed that the side dominance is related to how the human baby is bent in the womb and how this affects the fascial development (The Endless Web: Fascial Anatomy and Physical Reality). Fascia is essentially the “biological plastic wrap” that wraps everything in the body. It separates specialized tissue, so the tissue

Side Dominance and Hoof Form

In comparison, we see this in humans, too—the dominant hand for example, tends to be slightly bigger than the non-dominant hand.

To verify the horse’s side dominance, I also check the muscle development over the shoulders. There’s typically more muscle development over the dominant shoulder, again, because the horse tends to use that shoulder more.

Right-sided horses prefer the left lead canter where they can use the stronger right hind for strike off, and because they naturally bend more towards the left. Predictably, left-sided horses generally prefer the right lead canter for the same reasons.

A recent Irish study says it has linked facial whorls with side dominance. It states that the whorls of right-sided horses go clockwise, and counter clockwise on left-sided horses. I have not found this consistently to be true. So far the accuracy is at about 50: 50%. I get better accuracy relying on front hoof shape, shoulder muscle development and the horse’s canter lead preference.

I generally find that the more significant the size difference is in front hooves, the more unbalanced a horse is side to side, or, in other words, the more the stronger side dominates the weaker side. I do not believe side dominance is merely a symptom of being ridden, because I also see this in horses who have never carried a rider. I recently observed the side dominance in the front hooves of a one-week-old paint foal. Most likely, this horse will be right-sided, too.
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Hoof Form & Musculo-skeletal Imbalances

As already mentioned, the front hooves generally tell me how balanced (or not) a horse is side to side. The more uneven the shape of the hooves is (not from trimming), the more unbalanced a horse typically is. The more even the front hooves are in shape, the more balanced a horse usually is. I have also observed that hooves of more balanced horses tend to maintain themselves better and wear more evenly overall.

If I consistently see uneven wear patterns or flaring in hooves, despite correct trimming, I start to look higher up into the body, even if the conformation does not seem to have any obvious flaws.

It is very common for the pectoral (chest—between front legs) and adductor (between hind legs) muscles, to overpower the lateral antagonist muscles of the horse. This is probably due to the fact that a quadruped needs extra muscle security to minimize the risk of doing a split. However, this also affects how hooves are loaded and worn.

It is common for the hind legs to be slightly toed out (from the hip down), most likely to allow the stifle to clear the belly when moving the leg forward. This causes the medial side of the hind hooves to be loaded first, slightly before the lateral edge makes ground contact and is the reason why many hind hooves tend to flare more to the lateral side (to varying degrees).

I have a client who has mini’s. Three of her mares are rather bow-legged behind. They show the exact opposite problem in the hind hooves—a tendency to flare excessively to the inside and collapse the lateral edge of the hooves.

It is also common for the dominant hind leg to swing more inward towards the midline during the suspension phase, which also affects hoof wear pattern. The front hooves on the other hand commonly tend to flare more on the inside, which indicates to me that the lateral edge takes the initial impact before the medial edge is loaded. How much depends on the horse.

My own horse has correct front-end conformation at rest, has a medium wide chest, and tends to move base narrow. That causes the front hooves to wear more on the lateral side and flare more to the medial side. His hooves are well-balanced and they do stay fairly balanced overall between trims.

I recently watched him in his pasture for about 30 minutes. Most of the time, he perfectly rolls from lateral to medial in front when he moves, and it does not seem to cause any problems at all. After all, he’s done this for about 13 years now.

Again, this appears to be typical for most horses, as I see this trend in many horses to varying degrees. Some flaring is so minor, it is hardly visible, but a slight deviation is usually there and can be seen in the growth angle of the collateral grooves, as well (the collateral groove angle on the flared side tends to be more shallow). I believe that this is also caused primarily by the stronger pectoral muscles and not so much just the chest size. The chest size simply determines how much medial flaring may be seen. I would expect a reduction in medial flaring once a horse has a more even muscle balance between the pectoral and the lateral antagonist muscles.

The non-dominant front leg also has a tendency to be pulled in more towards the midline, which again affects hoof wear patterns. In Dressage, this is referred to as a horse wanting to move like a tricycle. This commonly seen in young, untrained horses. It is another postural habit that developed while the horse grew and is yet another sign of side dominance compensation. This particular habit can potentially exacerbate the medial flaring of the non-dominant hoof.

The dominant legs also have a tendency to step shorter. I suspect this is due to balance security. The horse relies more on the dominant leg for support, much like a human does when putting on a pair of pants. We feel much more secure standing on one leg and tend to speed up the process on the other, because the weaker muscled leg will start to protest, if we stand on it too long. Horses react very similarly.

I have also experienced that horses tend to fidget more when the dominant leg is held up for trimming (this assumes otherwise healthy hooves!). It does not matter whether it is a front or a hind, although they tend to fidget more with the fronts.

(cont. on page 14)
As a side note, I believe another factor for fidgeting during trimming is the surface they stand on when being trimmed. As Pete Ramey, Dr. Bowker, Dr. Strasser, Jaime Jackson, etc. all point out, bare hooves adapt to the environment they live in. I often see horses that dislike standing on certain surfaces, because it becomes too uncomfortable for their hooves’ tolerance levels. For example, in my case (the wetter Pacific Northwest), concrete and rocks are not tolerated as well as grass, or other soft surfaces, usually are.

If the lateral flares follow a different pattern, I either suspect medio-lateral trim imbalances, conformational issues or other muscle imbalances in the body. In such cases, the muscle imbalances are generally more trauma or illness related and not part of the postural habits that are created through side dominance.

**Training Implications**

As a Dressage rider I know that the goal in Dressage is to develop a well-balanced horse. It means creating a horse that is equally strong (as much as possible) and flexible on both sides, and should actually be the goal of any rider for any horse, for obvious reasons.

Anything that affects the horse’s musculo-skeletal system, like training approach, tack fit, etc., can affect hoof health and shape. Sometimes the cause is obvious, like conformation issues or joint problems, but more often it is musculo-skeletal imbalances that were created through postural habits. The implications of musculo-skeletal imbalances and postural habits in horses (and humans) are still largely unrecognized among horse professionals. I feel it is important to build more awareness of the existence of such musculo-skeletal imbalances among riders, owners, trainers, veterinarians, farriers and trimmers, so horses will get the right help, right from the start.

So far, I have not found a hoof that is perfectly shaped and even side to side, yet most horses are sound, regardless of hoof form variations (as long as they are trimmed correctly and balanced per their individual needs). Normal varies greatly from individual to individual. We need to listen closely to each horse’s needs and trim and support the hoof as best as possible, to create a happy and healthy barefooted horse. Happy trails!

**About the author:** Ute is a natural performance barefoot trimmer and a human & animal massage therapist who specializes in fascial release techniques. For more info, visit her website at www.BalancedStep.com

---

**Show Jumpers in South Africa**

By Di Slade

Just a quick update on our Warmblood Davetsaub Ajax, or AJ as we call him. He goes from strength to strength, and at the

Davetsaub Ajax (AJ) competing at the World Cup Qualifier in Parys, South Africa, 2008.

RSA Championships recently was 3rd in the 1.30m championships and had nice placings in the other classes. He has now just come back from the World Cup Qualifier at the indoor stadium in Parys. He

competed in the 1.30m welcome class and was placed 11th out of 46 horses, then we nominated him for the 1.35m classes for the rest of the show. On the final day in the championships, the track was a truly international course with 22 efforts. From 43 horses, there were only 6 initial clear rounds, AJ being one of them. In the jump-off, he had a pole down. There was one double-clear round and one four-faulter with better time, so he placed 3rd—we were so pleased with him. He was definitely the only barefoot horse in the open classes.

At the Nations Cup last month in the 1.30 and 1.35m classes, he had a 9th and a minor placing in the two qualifying events, but he secured a 6th highest qualification for the championship. Out of 94 horses that started, the champs were for the top 35—there were only 6 double clears. He had one time fault in the first round, but jumped magnificently over a really testing course.

We now also have a young Warmblood mare, Franlaren Latecomer, who is in the 1.10m classes. When we purchased her in Jan. 2008, she was 5 and had already been “equilocked” (hooves were built up with artificial material because they had crumbled away)! Her feet were so unbalanced, but 6 months later, she is

5 yo Franlaren Latecomer, winning and probably the only barefoot horse in her division.

competing, winning and probably the only barefoot horse in her division. She also went to Parys and had nice placings and handled the whole trip well. At the RSA Champs, she had a 9th, 7th, 5th placing, and was 4th in her championships. She has also recently won the Victor Ludorum at Inter Regionals, won a speed class in sand the weekend after, and was 3rd in the SANEF competition last weekend on grass.

Dr. Cliff Meyer, our vet who does our trimming, was out this afternoon and is thrilled with both their feet. We trim them every 3 weeks, as they get such fantastic growth.

---
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(continues from page 13)

As a side note, I believe another factor for fidgeting during trimming is the surface they stand on when being trimmed. As Pete Ramey, Dr. Bowker, Dr. Strasser, Jaime Jackson, etc. all point out, bare hooves adapt to the environment they live in. I often see horses that dislike standing on certain surfaces, because it becomes too uncomfortable for their hooves’ tolerance levels. For example, in my case (the wetter Pacific Northwest), concrete and rocks are not tolerated as well as grass, or other soft surfaces, usually are.

If the lateral flares follow a different pattern, I either suspect medio-lateral trim imbalances, conformational issues or other muscle imbalances in the body. In such cases, the muscle imbalances are generally more trauma or illness related and not part of the postural habits that are created through side dominance.

**Training Implications**

As a Dressage rider I know that the goal in Dressage is to develop a well-balanced horse. It means creating a horse that is equally strong (as much as possible) and flexible on both sides, and should actually be the goal of any rider for any horse, for obvious reasons.

Anything that affects the horse’s musculo-skeletal system, like training approach, tack fit, etc., can affect hoof health and shape. Sometimes the cause is obvious, like conformation issues or joint problems, but more often it is musculo-skeletal imbalances that were created through postural habits. The implications of musculo-skeletal imbalances and postural habits in horses (and humans) are still largely unrecognized among horse professionals. I feel it is important to build more awareness of the existence of such musculo-skeletal imbalances among riders, owners, trainers, veterinarians, farriers and trimmers, so horses will get the right help, right from the start.

So far, I have not found a hoof that is perfectly shaped and even side to side, yet most horses are sound, regardless of hoof form variations (as long as they are trimmed correctly and balanced per their individual needs). Normal varies greatly from individual to individual. We need to listen closely to each horse’s needs and trim and support the hoof as best as possible, to create a happy and healthy barefooted horse. Happy trails!

**About the author:** Ute is a natural performance barefoot trimmer and a human & animal massage therapist who specializes in fascial release techniques. For more info, visit her website at www.BalancedStep.com